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AN EASY DO-IT-YOURSELF
PROJECT

You can weatherstrip your doors even if you're not an experienced
handyman. There are several types of weatherstripping for doors, each
with its own level of effectiveness, durability and degree of
installation difficulty. Select among the options given the one you feel
is best for you. The installations are the same for the two sides and
top of a door, with a different, more durable one for the threshold.
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Installation

You can save a few dollars (10% to 15% of the purchase price) by
installing the windows yourself. But you'll need some tools: caulking
gun, drill, and screw driver. In most cases it will be easier to have the
supplier install your windows for you, although it will cost more.

The supplier will first measure all the windows where you want storm
windows installed. It will take anywhere from several days to a few
weeks to make up your order before the supplier returns to install
them.

Installation should take less than one day, depending on how many
windows are involved. Two very important items should be checked
to make sure the installation is properly done.

Make sure that both the window sashes and screen sash move
smoothly and seal tightly when closed after installation. Poor
installation can cause misalignment.

Be sure there is a tightly caulked seal around the edge of the storm
windows. Leaks can hurt the performance of storm windows a lot.

NOTE: Most combination units will come with two or three 1/4" dia.      
                     holes (or other types of vents) drilled through the frame where 
                     it meets the window sill. This is to keep winter 
                     condensation from collecting on the sill and causing rot.
                     Keep  these holes clear, and drill them yourself
                     if your combination units don't  already have  them.

CONTRACTOR INSTALLED

Triple track, combination (windows and screen) storm windows are
designed for installation over double hung windows. They are
permanently installed and can be opened any time with a screen slid
into place for ventilation.

Double-track combination units are also available and they cost less.
Both kinds are sold almost everywhere, and can be bought with or
without the cost of installation.

Selection: Judging Quality

Frame finish: A mill finish (plain aluminum) will oxidize, reducing
ease of operation and degrading appearance. An anodized or baked
enamel finish is better.

Corner joints: Quality of construction affects the strength and
performance of storm windows. Corners are a good place to check
construction. They should be strong and air tight. Normally
overlapped corner joints are better than mitered. If you can see
through the joints, they will leak air.

Sash tracks and weatherstripping: Storm windows are supposed to
reduce air leakage around windows. The depth of the metal grooves
(sash tracks) at the sides of the window and the weatherstripping
quality makes a big difference in how well storm windows can do
this. Compare several types before deciding.

Hardware quality: The quality of locks and catches has a direct effect
on durability and is a good indicator of overall construction quality.



Installation

You can save a few dollars (10% to 15% of the purchase price) by
installing doors yourself. But you'll need some tools: hammer, drill,
screw driver, and weatherstripping. In most cases, it will be easier to
have the supplier install your doors himself.

The supplier will first measure all the doors where you want storm
doors installed. It will take anywhere from several days to a few
weeks to make up your order before the supplier returns to install
them. Installation should take less than one-half day.

Before the installer leaves, be sure the doors operate smoothly and
close tightly. Check for cracks around the jamb and make sure the
seal is as air-tight as possible. Also, remove and replace the
exchangeable panels (window and screen) to make sure they fit
properly and with a weather tight seal.

Selection: Judging Quality

Door finish: A mill finish (plain aluminum) will oxidize, reducing
ease of operation and degrading appearance. An anodized or baked
enamel finish is better.

NORMALLY
CONTRACTOR
INSTALLED

Combination (windows and screen) storm doors are designed for
installation over exterior doors. They are sold almost everywhere,
with or without the cost of installation.

Corner joints: Quality of construction affects the strength and
effectiveness of storm doors. Corners are a good place to check
construction. They should be strong and air tight. If you can see 
through the joints, they will leak air.

Weatherstripping: Storm doors are supposed to reduce air leakage
around your doors. Weatherstripping quality makes a big difference in
how well storm doors can do this. Compare several types before
deciding.

Hardware quality: The quality of locks, hinges and catches should be
evaluated since it can have a direct effect on durability and is a good
indicator of overall construction quality.

Construction material: Storm doors of wood or steel can also be
purchased within the same price range as the aluminum variety. They
have the same quality differences and should be similarly evaluated.
The choice between doors of similar quality but different material is
primarily up to your own personal taste.
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